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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System with the Federal Advisory Council was held in the Board Room

of the Federal Reserve Building in Washington, D. C., at 10:30 a.m.

on Tuesday, November 16, 1965.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Daane
Mr. Maisel

Mr. Sherman, Secretary
Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Messrs. Martin, Moore, Day, Stoner, Watlington,
Fleming, Smith, Hickok, Moorhead, Knight,
Aston, and Cook, Members of the Federal
Advisory Council from the First, Second,
Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth,
Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth Federal
Reserve Districts, respectively

Mr. Prochnow, Secretary of the Council
Mr. Korsvik, Assistant Secretary of the

Council

Before this meeting there had been distributed a memorandum

listing the topics suggested for discussion and the comments of the

Council with respect thereto. There follows a list of the topics,

the Council's statement on each, and a summary of the discussion at

this meeting.

1. Economic conditions and prospects.

A. How does the Council appraise prospects for the
U.S. economy during the remainder of this year and
the first part of 1966?

The Council anticipates that the U.S. economy during theri.emainder of this year and the first part of 1966 will continue
Iavorable. Businessmen, investors, and consumers appear to be
generally optimistic. Employment, incomes, production, sales, and
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profits are at high levels. With the exception of steel, plant

capacity in most major industries is at, or is approaching, optimum

Utilization levels. There is also increasing evidence of labor

Shortages, especially of skilled workers.

President Moorhead said that the Council's statement reflected

quite a universal feeling in all districts, and there was no further

discussion of this topic.

B. What are the Council's expectations with re-

spect to business fixed capital outlays in 1966?

Is it anticipated that overcapacity will re-

sult in any important industries?

The members of the Council expect that business fixed

capital outlays in 1966 will be higher than they were this year,

although the percentage increase may be less in 1966 than in 1965.
The Council sees no evidence at present that capital outlays in
1966 will result in overcapacity in any important industries.

President Moorhead commented that the Council, in making

its statement, was anticipating that the present level of sales

would continue. Mr. Day agreed that overcapacity should not be

a factor as long as the present level of economic activity was

maintained, but he added that there could be some temporary over-

capacity in the event of a slowdown in economic growth.

Governor Mitchell noted that thus far this year output and

capacity had been growing at about the same rate. If the economy

should slip back a little in final takings, there would be a tendency

toward overcapacity. Mr. Day agreed. Mr. Moore commented that the

question might be raised why, if sales started to fall, industries

would continue to build additional capacity. The answer was that

they were looking well ahead, and therefore would not defer adding to

capacity even in the event of a temporary slowdown of the economy.
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Governor Balderston referred to articles in the European press

expressing some concern about overcapacity in steel and inquired whether

the Council anticipated an increase in steel imports. Mr. Smith

replied that there appeared to be less concern on this score than

earlier, with U.S. steel companies becoming more modern and competi-

tive. Also, a further pickup of activity abroad should tend to absorb

steel production, particularly in Europe, and labor costs were rising

abroad. Mr. Moore commented on the amount of funds being expended by

the U.S. steel industry for modernization of plant, and Mr. Cook reported

that the Japanese were taking another look at their steel price cuts with

a view to restoring operations to an adequately profitable basis.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether the Council was predicting

a moderation of the level of final demands, and President Moorhead

replied that this was not the Council's expectation. The possibility

had simply been cited as a caveat.

C. Does the Council anticipate that price in-

creases will continue to be selective in

character or become more general?

The Council believes that price increases will continue to
be selective in character, although such increases are likely to become

more widespread and include a greater number of products and services.

President Moorhead said the Council had in mind that price

increases were likely to continue to be selective rather than general

in the sense that the price of fabricated products might rise, for example,

While the price of the basic product did not. The Council felt that this

type of price increase would become increasingly widespread even if there

Was little change in basic raw material prices.
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Governor Maisel asked whether there was a feeling that at the

present rate of capacity utilization such price increases would become

more probable. President Moorhead replied that the Council believed

there was a good deal of increasing of prices right along, although

perhaps this was not fully reflected in advertised prices. For instance,

there might be reduction or elimination of discounts and there might be

cases where prices were being increased, in effect, by a lowering of

quality. Mr. Aston said that in his area those who had not raised prices

were constantly trying to find ways of doing so. One prominent depart-

ment store owner had told him, for example, that no neckties were being

sold by his concern at a lower price than a year ago, and that where

the price remained the same the ties contained less silk. Mr. Day

referred to a recent article in the New York Times citing so-called

unpublicized price increases in various lines.

Chairman Martin inquired whether the Council would characterize

this as a period of creeping inflation, and several Council members

replied in the affirmative, one adding that the inflation appeared to be

creeping faster than previously.

Governor Balderston commented on the steady increase in the price

index of services and mentioned a recent study by the National Bureau of

Economic Research concerning the cost of services in relation to gross

national product. He observed that it was difficult to see how this

Upward trend in the price of services could be stopped, yet it was a

factor in wage negotiations.
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Chairman Martin noted that a year ago there was a real question

as to whether any significant inflation existed. At present some people

felt there was creeping inflation, while others saw little evidence of

it. He again expressed interest in the Council's characterization of

the present period.

President Moorhead said that although admittedly it was hard

to find evidence in the official statistics, the Council had a distinct

feeling that a rather general price upereep was occurring. Mr. Watlington

commented that statistically one could prove that inflation was not yet

here. However, if a person went into a store, practically everything

he bought seemed to cost more than a year ago. Where specific items

continued at the same price, quality might be lower.

Mr. Smith referred to the danger he saw in credit inflation.

The country had not experienced a money crisis for a long time, but he

felt one might be closer than at any time in the past 30 years. In

his view, the tate at which reserves had been supplied by the Federal

Reserve System tended to fuel the fires of inflation. It seemed to

him that the price of money should be allowed to adjust to the forces

of the market. If this were permitted, there would be some small

degree of restraint and money would flow more freely to normal channels.

Mr. Day referred to the effect of the forthcoming increase in

social security taxes in terms of adding to the cost of materials produced.

Mr. Moore commented that with certain "selective controls" at

work it was hard to gauge where prices would be in their absence. It
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seemed to him that price pressures were building up, but with a

selective control of prices in areas such as steel and aluminum

and bank interest rates, it was hard to measure the degree of the

pressures even though one was conscious of their presence.

Governor Mitchell said he was under the impression that

pressures were not building up as much as might be implied by the

Council's remarks. He asked if the banks had not been increasing

their rates by the technique of moving some customers away from the

Prime rate, and Council members responded that there was little

evidence of increased rates either through this device or compensating

balance requirements.

Governor Mitchell observed that the most recent Board survey

Of bank lending practices had indicated that banks were firming their

lending policies, and Council members replied that this was what the

banks had been trying to do, but with little success. Mx. Aston said

his bank had been as vigorous as it could in an effort to raise rates

but over the past ten months the increase in average gross yield on

loans was minimal. President Moorhead commented, with a smile, that

in responding to surveys bankers tended to be much braver than when

facing customers. Mr. Cook brought out that a short while ago an effort

had been made by banks to raise rates on loans to finance companies, and

the trend reported in the survey may have reflected the situation at

about the time this effort was being initiated. However, as the

Board knew, it had since been abandoned. Mr. Martin observed that,
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as indicated by the result,unilateral action of this type could not

be successful. Unilateral action by one bank or group of banks was

typically a futile gesture.

D. How are business expectations being reflected

in inventory policies?

Despite the rather optimistic expectations that prevail
in the business community, additions to inventories do not appear

excessive in relation to sales. However, the present high inventory
totals assume a continuation of current sales trends.

President Moorhead observed that as of the present time business

inventories had not changed significantly in relation to sales. Should

the rate of sales fall off, however, inventories could rapidly become

excessive.

Governor Mitchell asked about repayment of loans to finance

steel inventories, and Mr. Smith replied that the process of liquidation

was going along about as anticipated, possibly even a little faster

because of factors such as the pace of operations in the auto industry.

In mid-September it had been estimated that excess steel inventories

would be liquidated by the end of the year, or certainly in January,

and they were being run down at least on schedule. Mr. Moore agreed.

While some smaller companies might differ from the general pattern,he

felt that steel inventories were being quite well worked down, perhaps

more rapidly than anticipated.

E. What are the prospects for business profits

in 1966? If changes from this year's exper-

ience are foreseen, are they likely to be
significant from the standpoint of need for

outside capital and credit and from the stand-

point of their effect on the course of business

investment?
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The Council anticipates that the increase in business
profits in 1966 will be less than in 1965. This change, together with
the decline in corporate liquidity, indicates an increased need for
outside capital and credit to finance the anticipated investment spend-
ing. It is doubtful that the expected change in profits will have
any marked impact on the course of business investment.

President Moorhead said this statement meant that the Council

believed business profits would increase less from 1965 to 1966 than

they had from 1964 to 1965. Mr. Smith commented that larger dividends

would affect the corporate cash flow.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether the Council expected profits

to rise about in relation to GNP and whether the Council visualized an

economy in which the capacity utilization rate would remain about as

at present. President Moorhead replied that the Council believed

Profits would not rise as fast as GNP, while dividend pay-outs would

be larger than in 1965. It was expected that capital expenditures

would increase more than proportionately to corporate profits, thereby

requiring greater resort to outside financing.

Governor Balderston inquired whether corporate break-even points

appeared to have been affected by the increase in plant capacity. It

was his impression that break-even points had been rising steadily

through the whole period of business expansion and that the profitability

of corporations was attributable primarily to volume, along with the fact

that productivity per manhour had kept pace with wage increases. If it

was true that the break-even points were higher, any reduction of volume

Would be felt all the sooner and more seriously.
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President Moorhead suggested that the availability of new

Plants might be an ameliorating factor. When the capacity utilization

rate rose to a high level, however, presumably this meant that corpo-

rations were using less efficient facilities. Further, he felt that

the

the

rate of productivity gain probably was slowing down.

Mr. Smith expressed the view that fixed costs were rising all

time and that the volume of operations had been mainly responsible

for the rate of corporate profits.

Mr. Day said he did not see how one could anticipate an increase

in corporate public flotations to much above the present level. Averag-

ing out the current year as a wholc, flotations probably would be higher,

but the current calendar was very heavy and it was not clear to him

how a much higher rate could be expected.

Governor Maisel inquired where the money had come from in recent

weeks to take up the offerings, and Mr. Day suggested that it may have

come significantly from insurance companies. He noted some upward rate

tendency in the past couple of weeks. Mr. Moore said he felt there was

Still some money available in the insurance companies, although they

were now getting to the point where they were going to become more

selective and reach for higher rates. He expected them to be successful

in both respects, but they should still have some funds left to put out

at the right time. President Moorhead observed that pension funds were

now larger buyers of corporate securities.
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Asked by Governor Balderston about the relationship between

Private placements and the public market, President Moorhead said the

choice of alternatives depended somewhat on the size and type of the

issue. Some issues would do better in the public market than through

private placement, while in other cases the opposite was true. Mr.

Moore said his bank recently had been seeing more requests for money

through private placements than for several years. The main question

seemed to be one of getting the money, regardless of rate.

2. Banking developments.

A. What does the Council anticipate as to year-end

business demands for bank credit in relation to

usual seasonal needs?

Most members of the Council expect that year-end business

demands for bank credit will be somewhat above the usual seasonal

pattern.

President Moorhead observed that the Council was not completely

unanimous in its statement. He then turned to Mr. Day, who commented

that loan demand in the Third District had been at a very high level,

Perhaps due in part to certain special factors in that area. It was

his feeling that the absolute loan level at year-end would not be

above the level at the present time, perhaps a little below. Whether

there would be a great surge at the last minute was hard to tell, but

it would appear that the demands from merchandisers would have been

mostly taken care of by now.

In further discussion Mr. Martin observed that in any event

1965 would wind up substantially higher than 1964 in view of the large

loan increase earlier this year.
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Governor Mitchell asked whether, using as a base the rate of

loan expansion for the year to date, one would look for a continuation.

There had been a large expansion in the first part of the year, but

some leveling off recently. Mr. Martin noted that the rate of expansion

had been around 26 per cent in the first quarter compared to a rate of

around 11 per cent in the third quarter. However, the increase of 11

per cent, on top of the previous base, came out to a very strong

figure. President Moorhead said that, as the Council's statement

Indicated, most members expected year-end business demands for credit

to be somewhat above the usual seaSonal pattern.

B. To what extent have selected increases
occurred in rates charged to various classes

of business loan customers, and have there
been other significant changes in loan terms?

How have customers reacted to such increases;

for example, have plans to finance in the

longer-term capital markets been accelerated?

The Council believes that the increases in the interest rate
on business loans to various borrowers have been highly selective
and practically negligible in their effect. Although other changes
in loan terms have not been significant, there is some limited indica-
tion of an increased tendency to finance in the longer-term capital

markets.

President Moorhead noted that the efforts to increase rates

on a selective basis, as touched upon during the preceding discussion,

indicated that unilateral action on the part of banks was signally

unsuccessful.

Mr. Aston referred to the experience of his bank as illustrat-

ing the ineffectiveness of such efforts, the net result of over a period

of ten months having been a rise Li the average loan rate of only a
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small fraction of a point. Mr. Watlington said his bank's experience had

been the same, with the average increase amounting to only about 1/10th

of 1 per cent compared with last year, despite a strong effort to im-

prove rates. President Moorhead observed that one reason the overall

figures did not show appreciable increase was the high proportion of

N Prime rate borrowers, to which he added that it was most difficult to

get customers off the prime rate. Mr. Hickok referred to the effort

to increase the rate on loans to finance companies and said those

companies simply did not like to be singled out. They seemed to agree

that perhaps an overall increase in rates was justified, but they were

indignant that any one industry should be singled out.

President Moorhead recalled that at a previous meeting of the

Board and the Council, Governor Robertson had suggested that the banks

should get rid of the prime rate. However, Mr. Moorhead said, the prime

rate was about the only defense available to the banks against powerful

customers. When the effort was made to raise the rate on credits to

finance companies, he added, the parents of captive finance companies

brought to bear a great deal of pressure. When this was followed by

pressure from the independent companies, the whole movement collapsed.

Governor Mitchell suggested that the Council's remarks indicated

loan demand was not strong enough to enable the banks to make changes

in compensating balance requirements, and President Moorhead replied

that such changes represented, in effect, the charging of a higher rate

and that the movement had not been very successful. Governor Mitchell
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then suggested that if loan demand were quite a bit stronger, presumably

the banks could force a change in compensating balances, and President

Moorhead said the lack of change did not indicate that loan demand was

not strong. Instead, it meant that the competitive situation was such

that customer relationships built up over 30 or 40 years were not going

to be tossed away lightly. Governor Mitchell recalled that the banks

did strengthen compensating balance requirements around 1957, from which

he inferred that the banks must have felt tighter than at present.

Mr. Moore commented in this regard that there had been sort of

an underlying feeling all through the recent period--which feeling

continued to prevail--that additional reserves would be provided. There-

fore, a bank had to weigh the question whether it was worthwhile to get

tough with a customer over a matter of 1/4 of a per cent. If a customer

was told that money was now harder to obtain, he might go across the

street and be accommodated. The other bank to which he went probably

anticipated that reserves were going to continue to be provided and the

situation would not get too much tighter. In other words, it concluded

that the credit base was going to be continually expanded. The result

had been that large customers, at least--and even medium-to-large

customers--were not having to pay more for their money. The situation

had little to do with the underlying demand.

President Moorhead noted that the only way most companies

increased their compensating balances was to borrow more money, so

this did not represent much gain in terms of the total money situation.
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Governor Maisel inquired why it appeared that investment bankers

were telling their customers to take a different view of the situation.

Within recent weeks there had been a large volume of issues coming to

market or being scheduled. If people thought that nothing was going

to happen to lead to an increase in interest rates, this raised the

question why these issues were coming into the market.

Mr. Moore replied that these issues represented a type of financ-

ing different from that obtainable from the banks, and Mr. Day said that

in the investment business it was necessary to take a longer-run view.

The thinking of the investment bankers apparently had been that it was

best to get money this fall in anticipation of what might happen next

Year. Mr. Moore noted that an additional factor was the fundamental

change in corporate liquidity. The corporations were not now generating

the cash they would need for the period ahead and this was pushing them

into the market, in many instances for the first time in years. Mr.

Aston agreed, noting that one oil company had recently come to the

capital market for the first time in a long period because of the capital

expenditure program now on its drawing boards.

Returning to the question of selective rate increases, Mr. Day

that after the September meeting of the Board and the Council andsaid

after the Secretary of the Treasury's address before the American Bankers

Association in Chicago, it seemed to be incumbent on the banking system

to try for selective increases. As indicated by Council members' prevIoLs

remarks, the banks had made a real effort, but they found they were not
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in a position to accomplish a great deal. Mr. Stoner verified this

statement, and President Moorhead said the banks were successful to

such a limited extent as not to change the overall picture appreciably.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether there appeared to be a

Significant amount of anticipatory borrowing from banks, and the expres-

sions by Council members were mixed.

Mr. Moore said, in this connection, that he thought there was

a great deal of difference between the rate structure in the capital

market and in the bank market. His earlier remarks had been addressed

to the corporate bond calendar and not to bank money. President

Moorhead observed that Mr. Moore's point had been that banks were still

Willing to go out and try to meet customer demands because of a feeling

that funds were somehow going to continue to be available to them.

Asked whether bank customers had the same feeling, Mr. Watlington said

there was some evidence of efforts to firm up term loans, apparently

On the assumption that this was about as good a time as possible.

Mr. Smith remarked that many parties coming to the capital

market were coming because they needed the money, particularly when

Planning ahead in light of the anticipated further growth of the economy,

and the rate they had to pay was not the important factor.

Governor Mitchell observed that in 1956-57 there had been quite

a bit of anticipatory bank borrowing. President Moorhead said the

Council believed there was less of that today, although it would be

improper to say there was none.
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Mr. Martin pointed out that one of the things that went to

make up markets was the attitude of lenders. For some time there had

been widespread talk of increasing tightness of bank positions; bankers

had been talking little else for at least a year, and this certainly

had to be a factor. Mr. Cook said some corporations, such as public

Utilities, felt they belonged in the capital market regardless of rate

considerations. At the same time, a number of companies were coming

to the banks simply to nail down money. Mr. Hickok commented, however,

that a number of companies coming to the bargain basement (the banks)

were not interested when talk turned to the possibility of their going

into the capital market.

C. How have recent developments affected the

ability of banks to attract funds in the

CD market or through the issuance of short-

term promissory notes?

As a result of recent developments, banks have been obliged

to pay higher rates and generally to shorten maturities on CDs and short-

term promissory notes in an attempt to attract the funds necessary to

meet their borrowing customers' requirements. Banks are now finding it

difficult to replace maturing CDs or to attract new funds at ceiling rates

established by Regulation Q.

President Moorhead referred to the large volume of certificates

of deposit maturing in December as a worrisome factor to the banks. The

issuance of short-term notes might be a possibility, but the amounts sold

thus far were very small in relation to CDs. Further, the problem went

beyond rate considerations. Corporations, which were the principal

buyers of CDs, had been using up a good part of their liquidity.
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Mr. Cook said it was the Council's general feeling, which tended

to be confirmed by what it had heard yesterday from the Board's economist

that the availability of funds in the CD market was about exhausted.

Bankers had been scraping the bottom of the barrel for deposits of that

sort. Apparently the only remaining appreciable source of funds for the

banks was individual savings. But the indicated demand for business

loans exceeded the funds that could come into the banking system from

sources other than a supplying of additional reserves by the Federal

Reserve System. The experience of some banks in trying to obtain funds

in the market to meet specific loan requests had not been successful,

and the question of borrowing short and lending long was another aspect

of the problem.

Governor Mitchell asked whether the Council members were in full

agreement that banks could not get much more money from the CD market,

and there was a general indication of agreement. Mr. Cook said the

Possibility existed that some money could be gotten out of the Euro-

dollar market by payment of a sufficiently high rate, but there was the

question whether that would be in the best interest of all concerned.

Mr. Aston referred to the question of the banks' ability to

replace their outstanding CDs, totaling more than $16 billion, in light

of the need for funds by corporations for their large capital expenditure

Programs. Asked about pension funds, Mr. Aston said they were not in

the CD market because they were able to invest their funds at higher

rates.
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Mr. Prochnow reviewed the circumstances under which his bank,

being faced with certain rather large loan requests and looking forward

to anticipated CD run-offs in December, attempted to obtain funds in

the CD market with only nominal results. The bank had also checked with

the central banks of several foreign countries, again unsuccessfully.

It then checked the Euro-dollar market and found that while funds could

be obtained they would cost 5 per cent or higher, thus raising the

question whether such a rate could be paid and the funds used for lend-

ing. The bank had sold some short-term notes, but in relatively small

amount.

Other comments confirmed the lack of availability of funds at

rates that banks could reasonably be expected to pay, at least for short-

term money.

D. How does the Council evaluate the recent slowdown
in bank acquisition of municipals?

The demand for funds by business borrowers has been so strong
that banks have been obliged to reduce their acquisition of municipal

obligations.

There was no discussion of this topic.

. Balance of payments.

A. How does the Council appraise the strength of
foreign demand for U.S. bank funds?

In the Council's judgment, foreign demand for U.S. bank
funds is strong and exceeds the available supply. As the voluntary
restraint program continues, the pent-up demand probably will increase.

Mr. Moore remarked that despite the heavy demand there were.

certain factors, essentially of a temporary nature, that had caused the
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demand to be less than it otherwise would have been and less than

could be anticipated in the future. For example, the Japanese

economy had experienced a slowdown; a resumption of the earlier

growth rate would lead to a considerable increase in Japanese

demands. This was also true of some of the European markets. Mr.

Cook commented further, along the same general lines, on the Japanese

situation. Governor Mitchell asked about the quality of Japanese

credits, and Mr. Cook said there was not too much cause for concern

even though there had been some bankruptcies. The Japanese policy

was to take care of foreign commitments.

B. Have the Council's views on the effectiveness

of the voluntary foreign credit restraint

program changed materially since the Council

met with the Board in September?

The Council believes that the voluntary foreign credit

restraint program continues to be a helpful temporary measure and that

there has been no lessening in its effectiveness since the Council met
with the Board in September.

C. Are there any changes that the Council would

recommend in the details of the voluntary

restraint program for banks in 1966?

If it becomes imperative that the voluntary restraint

Program for banks must be continued in 1966, the Council would urge
that the base, or the allowable percentage, or both, be raised in
the long-term interests of the economy.

At the beginning of the discussion of this topic, it was noted

that Governor Robertson had already expressed the opinion that end-of-

Year 1964 should continue to form the base for the voluntary foreign

credit restraint program. Asked whether the Council would suggest
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raising the 105 per cent target if balance of payments results for

the current year proved disappointing, President Moorhead said the

Council felt that some allowance should be made for growth of the

economy and perhaps for an inflationary factor also. The Council

believed that some modest adjustment of the target would serve the

longer-run interests of the economy.

Question was raised by a Council member about the effect of the

voluntary program on U.S. exports, and Chairman Martin commented that

Governor Robertson had been diligent in following up cases brought to

his attention where it was alleged that the voluntary program may have

had a detrimental effect. Governor Robertson's conclusion had been that

there was no specific evidence at hand to warrant such a conclusion.

The Chairman noted that Mr. Martin had indicated that he was going to

give Governor Robertson some cases where the voluntary program may have

had adverse implications, and Mr. Martin said that these had been furnished.

Governor Daane asked whether the Council felt that as things

moved ahead a greater impinging on exports might be expected, and Mr. Cook

commented that a voluntary program that became rigid was hard to maintain.

A little flexibility to take care of price increases should give a longer

life to the voluntary phase of the total balance of payments program.

If the voluntary program target remained unchanged, he felt that some

effect on exports would be likely.

Governor Mitchell observed that there must be cases which did

not come to Governor Robertson's attention and that the voluntary program
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probably had an adverse effect in certain circumstances. Nevertheless,

the export figures had been quite good the past couple of months, better

than in previous months. Certainly, however, if there was any reasonable

modification of the program that would minimize the risk of injuring

exports, he felt sure Governor Robertson would be glad to have the sug-

gestion, for encouragement of exports was a high priority item.

Mr. Moore pointed out that even though certain banks were presently

under the 105 per cent target, this did not mean that they lacked the

oPportunity to be at 110 per cent or higher. The banks had forward commit-

ments for which it was necessary to make provision. His bank, although

currently under the target, was turning down loan after loan daily. He

could not say that thus far too many of these turndowns related directly to

export financing, but there was this risk. He felt strongly that the target

for 1966 should be around 110 per cent of the 2nd-of-year 1964 base.

Mr. Moore also referred to a degree of concern felt by banks regard-

ing guideline 13 of the voluntary program, under which banks were asked, in

effect, to avoid granting credit to domestic customers that might be used

for purposes inconsistent with the voluntary program. While no specific

comments were made on this point by members of the Board, it was indicated

that various aspects of the program guidelines were currently under review.

4. What are the Council's views on monetary and credit

policy under current circumstances?

The productive resources of the nation--plant, equipment,

labor force, and capital--are approaching maximum utilization. In
these circumstances, an expansion of bank credit at the rate that has

Prevailed in the recent past will tend to bring about increasingly
4Pward pressure on prices without a commensurate increase in production.
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The Council therefore wishes to reaffirm the following

statement from its September memorandum:

"The Council is concerned with the increasing evidence

of the development of inflationary pressures, the continued

strong demand for bank loans with the reliance on CDs to
meet this demand, and the underlying difficulties with the

balance of payments. Consequently, we believe the Board

should be prepared to move in the direction of further re-
straint, including a tightening of reserves and an increase
in the discount rate."

Referring to the Council's statement, Governor Mitchell said

he had the feeling that a satisfactory increase in production was

occurring. Although the index of industrial production had been affected

by the steel situation, the index for October returned to about the same

level as before the steel settlement.

Governor Maisel asked whether the Council assumed that next

Year the rate of growth of the economy would be less than the rate of

growth of productive capacity. This was not predicted in the semi-

official forecasts that he had noticed.

President Moorhead brought out that in its answer to the first

question on today's agenda the Council had not predicted a particular

rate of growth. However, it did feel that the banking system was getting

to the point where credit could not be expanded much further.

Mr. Cock said the Council's statement on the topic now under

discussion reflected concern that prices would go up faster than

increases in production. The Council believed that a continued expan-

siaaof bank credit at the recent rate would bring about increasing

Pressure on prices.
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Governor Maisel inquired whether the Council was saying, in

effect, that the economy should not run this close to capacity because

the potential risk of price increases was too great; in other words, that

a lower rate of production should be accepted because of the danger of

Price increases.

Mr. Cook expressed the view that two forces had run out of steam

to support further economic expansion: one was bank credit, the other

was manpower. In his opinion not much could be done to support further

expansion through resort to the remaining pool of unemployed manpower.

He recalled that several months ago there was a body of opinion that the

economic expansion might be tapering off. Developments in Vietnam then

Changed the picture decidedly, and now a good demand was seen for the

coming year. Even if the fighting in Vietnam should be terminated,

there would be the need for rehabilitation, and crises could occur in

various other places around the world. Therefore, U.S. commitments

overseas hardly seemed likely to diminish significantly. As to the pool

of unemployed manpower, there was the question of capabilities of individ-

uals and there was also the question of incentives.

Mr. Cook then turned to the banking structure. Perhaps, he

said, the banks had created an artificial market for municipal bonds

because of their desire for higher-earning assets in the face of rising

costs, at a time when they did not expect their positions to be as tight

as at present. The changes that had occurred in the mix of loans also
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deserved scrutiny. There had been an increase in term loans, and bank

Portfolios were not as liquid as they used to be. The ratio of loans

to deposits was high, and the banks were holding assets in the form of

both bonds and loans that were not nearly as collectible as at times

in the past. Against this must be weighed the difficulty in finding

sources of new funds. This situation presented the possibility of

circumstances arising that would create lack of confidence in the bank-

ing system, for example, if there should be any question about the

payment of CDs. Also, if there should be any appreciable turndown in

business, the banks could quickly get into a seriously frozen position.

Mr. Cook recalled that at the last meeting of the Board and the

Council there had been considerable discussion of access to the discount

window. The banks realized that the discount window as intended to be

used only temporarily, he said, but forced liquidation of loans would

not be in the national interest. It was important, he thought, that

the Federal Reserve visualize the situation in which the banks found

themselves. With few free Government bonds remaining in portfolios, in

effect the banking system was dependent on reserves supplied by the

central bank to meet the demands for credit seen ahead. He felt much

more strongly than two months ago that the time probably had passed

When a discount rate increase alone would serve to rectify the difficulty.

A reduction in the flow of reserves might be necessary to allow the situ-

ation to cool off just a little, because the manpower pool and the bank-

ing system were not in a position to deal with the increasing tempo of

the economy.
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Asked what would happen under a course such as he had suggested,

Mr. Cook replied that the price of money would rise somewhat. Banks

would start rationing credit a little and would push some borrowers to

the public market. There was no real shortage of funds in the public

market, as indicated by developments in the stock market and the fact

that corporate issues were being sold successfully.

Chairman Martin asked how the Federal Reserve could then avoid

raising the discount rate, and Mr. Cook replied that this would probably

be a natural consequence, although perhaps the pressure would be relieved

sufficiently that the discount rate would not have to be raised.

Governor Daane asked why it was believed that under such conditions

banks would be in a better position to ration credit, and Mr. Cook replied

that at present the banks were not able to police their own industry. Mr.

Day suggested that the fact that reserves were being supplied so freely

was the real reason. He pointed to the net free reserve figure this past

statement week. This was the real reason the banks had not been clamping

down.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether this was a complete answer.

The banks had sold a lot of securities this year to meet loan demand, and

they had also obtained additional funds in the CD market. As he saw it,

While the Federal Reserve System in a sense may have accommodated the

bank credit expansion, in the past few months the System had been hold-

ing back quite a bit.
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Governor Daane said he understood Mr. Cook to be saying that

if the supply of reserves was reduced the banking system could then

use the price mechanism as part of the adjustment process. Mr. Cock

commented that he would prefer to move through adjustment of the prime

rate rather than the discount rate. If market forces were allowed to

reflect themselves ratewise, the banks would know better where they

stood.

Governor Daane inquired whether a higher prime rate would

really accomplish anything of significance, and President Moorhead

said the Council felt that it would help to drive some loan requests

into other channels. He then observed that the Council at its last

meeting with the Board may have seemed a little inconsistent in what

it was suggesting; namely, that after a discount rate change the

Federal Reserve might have to increase the availability of reserves

a little and then slow down. Nevertheless, the Council felt that

the banking system was about at the breaking point. In one sense

the availability of reserves was the important factor, but an increase

in the discount rate would have a strong psychological effect.

Governor Maisel said the Council apparently felt that, even

assuming the amount of credit made available was enabling the economy

to grow at a proper rate, nevertheless it would still be bad for the

banking system to keep expanding because this would create further

distortions. He was not clear why such a position was taken.

Mr. Cook replied that if loans and deposits increased equally

there would be a continual tightening of the banking system, and at a
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higher level the banks would be even more vulnerable. There would be

less cushion in the event of any slowdown of economic activity. It had

always been believed that there should be adequate flexibility in the

banking system.

Governor Daane inquired why, if the reserve situation became

tighter, it was thought that the banking system would become less

dependent on the Federal Reserve, and Mr. Cook said that some borrowers

would then have to be shifted to the capital markets. Some people

would be unable to borrow, or at least they would not be able to expand

their borrowing.

Governor Balderston inquired whether the Council assumed that

a change in the prime rate could be accomplished by the banks despite

discouragement from the Administration, and Mr. Cook said he would

only hope to raise it a little, not very much. There were those who

felt that any change would be disastrous, but he did not think so.

Such a move would turn away some unwanted borrowers, or at least move

them into other credit markets. Thus far the banks had not been able

to move them because of the prime rate situation, but it could be done

if everyone were treated the same.

Governor Balderston then said he understood the Council's

comments to mean that if the Federal Reserve were to restrain the growth

of reserves somewhat further, the banks could then change the prime

rate and be better able to use the price of money as a means of rationing.
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Governor Maisel suggested that if a prime rate change was con-

sidered critical, a logical course would seem to be for the Administration

to make a statement and for the Federal Reserve to keep its present posture,

rather than for the Federal Reserve to change its posture, and Mr. Smith

said he felt both things were necessary. President Moorhead said that

in the absence of other action he felt the move should be to raise the

discount rate. A mere tightening of System policy would not permit the

banks to raise the prime rate. An increase in the discount rate would

not turn business downward, although it might have some slowing effect

on the rapid pace of expansion. Then the Federal Reserve could see what

it was necessary to do on the reserve situation.

Governor Daane asked whether, with the demand for credit out-

running the supply of funds, the banks would not already have raised

the prime rate if they had been completely free to do so, and several

members of the Council replied in the affirmative. Mr. Moore expressed

the view that the abortive prime rate increase in late 1964 was "not in

the cards" and that even at present it might be questionable whether

such an increase could be made to stick. It all came down to the fact,

Mr. Moore continued, that with the economy running at a somewhat over-

heated rate the banks were getting into a position where they were not

as liquid as they should be, and they had little ability to effect rate

increases. One could argue a good deal about which type of action should

come first, but basically it was his feeling that the economy was going
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a little too fast and it would not hurt to slow it down a bit. Mr.

Smith agreed, saying that it would be desirable if the banks had a

Signal that rates could move up a little. Along with that would go

a change in the discount rate.

Mr. Martin then presented a resume of the banking picture,

as follows: the demand for loans was at an all-time high; the ques-

tion of CDs, including the replacement of those outstanding, was

getting closer and closer; a further increase in loan demand seemed

likely; liquidity was low; unilateral action on rates and terms of

lending was not feasible; the municipal bond market was poor; there

was a poor market for Government securities at the present time; the

rate on bank loans was labeled as a bargain rate; quotations on

bank stocks reflected a questioning attitude on the part of investors;

and higher costs of doing business were pressing on the banking system,

causing the banks to do things that they would not do otherwise, such

as the inclusion of certain municipals in their portfolios to provide

higher yields. In summary, if one could isolate the banking picture

from general economic problems, the question arose whether the bank-

ing system had the capacity to contribute much further to the growth

of the economy.

Mr. Fleming suggested that the Federal Reserve, if it gave

consideration to changing the maximum rates permitted to be paid on

time and savings deposits, should keep in mind that in quite a few

States, including Tennessee, the banks could not pay more than 4 per

cent under any circumstances. The banks in those States had pow lost
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practically all of their CDs; if the ceiling rate on savings accounts

Should be increased, a difficult situation would be created for them.

This situation prevailed in perhaps as many as nine States.

It was agreed that the next meeting of the Federal Advisory

Council would be bEld on February 14-15, 1966. As to the succeeding

meeting, which ordinarily would be held in the latter part of May,

it was noted that there would be a conflict with the American Bankers

Association's monetary conference to be held in Madrid. Accordingly,

it was understood that the meeting would be tentatively scheduled for

June 20-21, 1966.

The meeting then adjourned.

1
Secretary


